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Associate Publisher/Market Support: Samantha Wiebersch

Content Coordinator: Kristin Sabol
Contributing Photographer: Studio T Photography

Designer: Niccolette Messenger

Contact the Publisher
Samantha Wiebersch

swiebersch@bestversionmedia.com

HOA Submission Information
Are you on the association board for your subdivision? 

Contact us for information on how you can submit 
articles, updates, reminders, events, and more to the 

residents. We create customized Homeowners Association 
sections at no cost to the HOA or the residents.

Feedback/Ideas/Submissions
Have feedback, ideas, recipes to share, or submissions? 
We are always happy to hear from you! NEW Deadlines 
for submissions are the 5th of each month for the next 
month’s issue. Email your thoughts, ideas, and photos 
to: ksabo@bestversionmedia.com. You can also go to 

www.bestversionmedia.com and click “Submit Content.”

Important Phone Numbers 
 Emergency ...........................................................9-1-1
 Police Department ...............................407-876-3757
 Fire Department ...................................407-905-3140
 Town Hall ..............................................407-876-2563
 Windermere Branch Library ...............407-835-7323
 Public Works Supervisor .....................407-876-2563
 Windermere Elementary School .............407-876-7520
  Chain of Lakes Middle School .............407-909-5400
  Dr. Phillips High School .......................407-355-3200
 Olympia High School............................407-905-6400

Butler Chain Living Deadlines
MONTHLY DEADLINE: Content is due on the 5th 

of the previous month before publication. 
For example, content for the

 May 2020 edition is due on April 5.

Kristin Sabol
Content Coordinator, 
Butler Chain Living

Can you believe it is June already and Summer is 
right around the corner?  I don’t know about you, but 
the start of this year seemed to have been flying by 
rather quickly, but these last few weeks have felt like a 
slow and steady crawl. I am trying to take this time and 
appreciate the slower pace, but to be honest, I thrive in 
a busy environment, and I miss having full days. 

However, like so many others, I am focusing on 
gratitude and appreciation, and I try to find something 
new to celebrate each day. I have more time to embrace 
the warmer weather, fragrant landscapes, and longer 
days that arrive with June. I hope during these 
uncertain times, you find ways to greet and celebrate 
each day too!

This month, I am excited to share with you the 
story of Maria Guerrero with Women in the Arts. 
This unique organization provides art education and 
opportunities as an avenue for change, healing, and 
awareness in Central Florida.

We also feature local teacher, Jennifer Sandman 
and the Olympia High School Debate Team, and the 
local chapter of the Modern Widows Club. Talented 
and influential people working hard to make positive 
changes and healthy impacts on the people in our 
community. 

I hope you are all safe, healthy, and doing well and 
find something special to celebrate this month. Please 
enjoy the June issue of Butler Chain Living.

&Hello  R

Residential | Commercial | Flip | Flip & Holds | Bridge Loans | Gap Funding 
Foreign Nationals | you name it...we are your One Stop Shop 4 Flips!

Call Jason & Claudia Paradis (407) 663-2115  |  Orlando, Florida  |  www.onestopshop4flips.com

Because when it comes to hard money and private lending -
it really just has to make sense

We offer numerous programs for all your investments goals.

Hello June!
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Samantha Wiebersch
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The arts have long been a way to 
foster the imagination, explore 
creativity, and develop artistic 
expression. It can also be a tool 

advantageous for healing. From painting 
and pottery to drawing and photography, 
art is an integral aspect of personal growth 
and emotional development. Women in 
the Arts is an organization that recognizes 
its value and provides multiple avenues for 
one's artistic expression and healing. 

Founded in 2007 by Maria Guerrero, 
Women in the Arts, Inc. is a 501(c)3 
nonprofit organization established to 
recognize the inspiring work of women 
artists and bring art education to the 
greater Orlando community. With the 
support of the first board of directors 
and Fr. Andy O'Reilly, the pastor at her 
Orlando parish, St. Andrew Catholic 
Church, Maria established an organization 
that seeks to advance art education and 

raise awareness of women's contributions 
to the arts. The organization's defining 
statements, "Art heals by giving voice to 
the soul," and "Celebrating the Genius of 
Women," underline its mission and serve 
as its foundation.

The decision for Maria to establish 
Women in the Arts and these amazing 
programs was a personal response to a 
spiritual call. She felt a strong desire to serve 

By Kristin Sabol | Photo by Studio T Photography

Women in the Arts:
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the community by bringing recognition 
to the talent and work of women artists.  
She sought to provide access to free art 
education, especially for children. "There 
are different kinds of poverty, and the 
lack of access and exposure to the arts 
constitutes a form of intellectual poverty 
that Women in the Arts seeks to address."

The arts were a staple for Maria growing 
up, and she always knew she wanted to 

share its positive impact with others. "The 
arts have been a constant in my life since 
childhood, in and out, always leaving a 
brushstroke, a pirouette of happiness," 
Guerrero said. "This interest led me to 
architecture and interestingly enough 
back to the arts. It took its final shape at 
the time when art programs were taken out 
of the regular school curriculum, and the 
option for private art lessons could prove a 
significant expense for a family."

Maria realized how often the arts were 
underappreciated. "It was then when I 
realized the gift of art I took for granted, 
was no longer a reality for my children, 
for many children. It was inconceivable to 
witness this generation grow up without 
art! It became clear it was time to give 
back. I founded Women in the Arts in 2007 
to mitigate this need with the creation of 
the Community School of the Arts (CSA) 
tuition-free program." 

Expression, Education, and HealingWomen in the Arts:
Women in the Arts organization
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At this same time, Maria 
noticed the difficulties affecting 
women artists, keeping them 
under wraps in an unequal 
field, with very few able to 
succeed and become financially 
independent. "Now, the world 
has finally awakened to the 
reality and impact of these 
challenges: inequality across the 
board, in exposure, recognition, 
opportunity, sustainability, and 
human rights. This focus became 
the second part of our mission. 
It began with the first all-
women art exhibition evolving 
into our annual event, almost 
ten years later, 'Celebrating the 
Genius of Women,' which is an 
international art competition 
and exhibition."

In addition to the annual competition, 
Women in the Arts offers a variety of 
programs providing education and 
opportunities for artists of all ages:

The Community School of the Arts 
(CSA) provides arts education for PK- 
12th-grade students. Classes and supplies 
are free and held at the Hiawassee branch 
Library.

Art Education (ages 18 +) offers fine arts 
workshops in partnership with the Orange 
County Library System for adult students.

The CSA on Tour program brings the 
work of students on a traveling exhibition 
to various libraries and locations. 

CSA at the Museum is a program 
partnership with the Mennello Museum 
of American Art, and Orlando Museum 
of Art, offering classes for advanced 
students built around current exhibits in 
the museum. 

Women in the Arts competitions, 
exhibitions, and awards are an annual juried 
competition organized in partnership with 
the Orlando Public Library that honors 
Women's History Month by exhibiting 
the work of the competition finalists at the 
main library branch.

Art serves as a significant inspiration 
for Maria personally, but knowing how 
impactful these programs are to each 
individual and witnessing their personal 
development is a great motivator as well. 
"My inspiration comes from seeing the 
artists thrive and succeed; students grow 
to love art. This work has changed me, 

enriching my life a million fold. It is 
incredibly satisfying to see through the 
years how we started with a tiny little voice 
that is now in the company of so many, 
an orchestra, joining the global concert 
in support of the dignity of women in the 
arts."

Art programs provide a variety of 
benefits that range from therapeutic to 
developmental. Art, in any form, can 
relieve stress, increases brain plasticity, 
and develop motor skills in all ages. And 
the best aspect of art is that anyone can do 
it and reap its benefits.

"I know I'm not alone when I say this. 
Participating in the arts is vital to the 
health, well-being, and intellectual growth 
of a community, especially children. 
It contributes to the development of 
creativity, a key ingredient that enables us 
to think differently, to become mentally 
flexible, and approach a problem or 
situation from a different angle. When 
creativity is present, there is never one 
solution; the question becomes, which 
one is the best? The value of developing 
creativity through the practice of art is 
underestimated as, at first, the life-long 
effect is invisible. The beautiful aspect 
of practicing art is its equalizer effect. It 
offers no boundaries or restrictions, leaps 
beyond disabilities, limitations, and many 
imposed social structures that frees the 
creative spirit beyond labels and present 
situations."

Maria has seen first hand how the arts 
impact the Central Florida community. 
"During the past years, our community has 

experienced tragic events, 
terrible loss, hurricanes, 
etc. I've seen first hand how 
art provides a unique and 
strong outlet of expression 
for the artist and the viewer. 
It binds, it heals. Now, as 
the entire world community 
faces this pandemic, it is 
paramount to keep minds 
engaged in the arts. This 
world is a place where social 
distancing doesn't exist, 
where all is possible. As our 
organization's motto says: 
"Art heals by giving voice to 
the soul." 

Central Florida has a 
thriving art scene that 
is continuing to grow. 
"Through the years, 

I've enjoyed seeing how the entire arts 
community has evolved and come a 
long way from when we first started to 
be part of this effort back in 2007. Many 
organizations have responded to needs 
I saw in Orlando in many different ways, 
contributing to an overall healthier, richer, 
environment for the artists, students, and 
the public. It has come a long way, but there 
is still much to do."

Women in the Arts is excited to be 
part of the journey and has strong hopes 
for the future. "Creating the future of 
Women in the Arts has always involved 
generous people who become benefactors 
in a variety of ways. Our donors provide 
funding, in-kind gifts, services, and are 
actively involved in attending the annual 
Women in the Arts Awards event and art 
exhibitions." 

The organization is flourishing and 
has grown along with its participants. "At 
CSA, we've seen students come a full circle, 
being with us in elementary, high school, 
and then returning to us after college 
to volunteer and become paid interns. 
Students have returned from college as 
paid instructors and are once more part 
of our group. As we now are aware of the 
needs of young artists, we hope to provide 
the resources that they need."

The charity hosts a variety of events 
throughout the year to help fund and 
support these resources. One of the largest 
events the charity holds is the Women in 
the Arts Awards. The annual event brings 
public recognition to women artists at the 

Maria hosting its annual arts awards. Submitted by Maria Guerrero
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GOING SOLAR IS A GREAT WAY FOR 
HOMEOWNERS TO CUT ENERGY BILLS.

But there’s a lot of misinformation about solar.

For the truth, go to Florida’s nationally-accredited 
solar experts, Solar-Ray.

The fact is, converting to solar is 
AFFORDABLE

IT PAYS YOU BACK 
AND IT’S EASIER THAN EVER!

For the answers to all of your solar questions, go to

WWW.SOLAR-RAY.NET
407-443-4404!

GO SOLAR, WITH FLORIDA’S MOST 
QUALIFIED SOLAR CONTRACTOR… 

SOLAR-RAY!
License Number: CVC56880

Florida's Most Qualified Solar Contractor

local, national, and international levels. Unfortunately, due 
to COVID-19, this year's event was canceled, but selected 
art is available at the online exhibition website https://www.
womeninthearts.org/art-competition. "We hope to have a big 
celebration next year, as it will be the 10th anniversary of this 
event."

Maria is a strong leader whose passion and energy helps 
drive her organization. The commitment and shared vision 
of the community and numerous partners help keep the 
charity thriving. "For over ten years, we have built long-
lasting relationships and networks within the community, 
focusing on quality programs, and creating a strong team of 
professionals in the arts. Our nonprofit has flourished because 
of the loyalty and full commitment of our board of directors 
and advisory board, the steady support of benefactors, and 
partner organizations. This core group has kept us on track 
and steady. We are extremely conscious of expenses and 
accountability. Low overhead allows funding to go straight 
to the programs." This year the Guidestar Platinum Seal of 
Transparency was awarded to Women in the Arts, Inc for 
sharing their progress and results in new ways and reflecting 
the impact the organization is making on the community.

Maria and Women in the Arts would not be possible 
without the fantastic support of the following directors and 
supporters: 

Women in the Arts board of directors- Carol Vale, Susan 
Torregrosa (Studio T Photography) Erika Oliver, Sara Brown 
(in partnership with the Orange County Library System), The 
Mennello Museum of American Art, Orlando Museum of 
Art, The Women's Club of Winter Park.

Private donors and the following supporters make the 
programs possible: West Orange Foundation C101, West 
Orange Leadership Alumni, Southwest Orlando Eye Care,  
Suntrust Bank Employee Fund,Wiley, Fiske Brothers Refining 
Company.

It is exciting to see the impact the arts have on our 
community and the effect it has on our future generations. 
Through accessible arts education and opportunity, Women in 
the Arts is destined to continue to grow and positively impact 
the community. For additional information about this unique 
nonprofit, please visit https://www.womeninthearts.org.

Call today! 407-716-1959
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AFTER
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Samantha Wiebersch

Samantha Wiebersch
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